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This book is a sequel to Dr. Goldberg's Time Travelers from Our Future, and depicts the

significance of Hermes, the very first time traveler, on both Egypt's development and our planet's

heritage. According to Dr. Goldberg's case histories and research, Egypt developed from four

sources: Lemuria(Mu), Atlantis, ETs and time travelers.One of the most dramatic chapters deals

with Hermes' role as Moses' advisor and rewrites the history of the Exodus by demonstrating that

the original jewish people were Egyptians! Archeological and historical evidence are presented to

support this argument.Several self-hypnosis exercises are presented to guide the reader into their

own past lives, out-of-body travel and training them to contact these time travelers.
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This is an excellent book, in that it anchors and provides a foundation for many similar books about

2012, and the cycle we find ourselves in. Goldberg stays on target throughout the book, with no silly

filler material. I was fasinated throughout, and I'm glad he had the courage to write on many

contraversial subjects. You go Bruce boy!

Quite unique on this path.A book that invites you to consider alternative history, and this invitation is

mind-twisting.Written with intelligence and systematology.A dentist who became an author on the

path of occult and alternative realities.I loved the book, for there are so many theories we can

explore and learn from.Indeed, an outstanding work.I thought Maximillien de Lafayette, L. Gardner

and Dr. Jacobs are the only ones who mix academia, science and culture in their astonishing books,

but now I see Dr. Goldberg joining this elite club.Read his book. It is a trasure.



This book delves into super ancient history. I wasn't expecting this much research or clarity from the

pre-historical times of Lemuria and Atlantis forward. I've read information I've never seen anywhere

else. So, expect a scholarly work. Highly entertaining if you like this type of material. I really enjoyed

it. I hope this book and all of Dr. Goldberg's work will be available via Kindle soon.

Even if you believe in this book or not, it's amazing and really opens your mind to new ideas and

possibilities.

I heard that this book was very good and bought it. I haven't had time to read it. I have read other

Goldberg books. They were very good. His Yankee voice is a bit hard to take on his hypnosis CD's

but the books have great knowledge.
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